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Relativistic extension of the Troullier-Martins scheme: Accurate pseudopotentials
for transition-metal elements
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A fully relativistic extension of the pseudopotential construction scheme by Troullier and Martins@Phys.
Rev. B43, 1993~1991!# is presented. The resulting pseudopotentials are applied to a number of transition and
noble metal compounds. For an unambiguous discussion of the relativistic contributions the convergence of the
pseudopotential results with the size of the valence space is carefully investigated. Our results show that, for a
fully quantitative comparison with experiment, pseudopotential calculations for transition and noble metal
elements should treat the semicores states dynamically, rather than via nonlinear core corrections. Using such
a large valence space, very good agreement of the calculated spectroscopic parameters with the corresponding
all-electron data is obtained. Reliable predictions seem to be possible, even for very critical systems like FeO.
The relativistic corrections are found to be significant for all 3d transition metal compounds considered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A substantial fraction of present-day electronic struct
calculations, covering such a variety of topics as magn
materials~see, e.g., Ref. 1!, vacancies and impurities,2

quasi-crystals,3 surfaces,4 clusters5 and theoretical
biophysics,6 is based on the pseudopotential~PP! approach.
Among the various PP schemes the concept of normcons
ing PPs7 in the Troullier-Martins~TM! form8 appears to be
the most widely used. Both the original and the TM varia
of normconserving PPs are formulated within the framew
of density functional theory9 ~DFT!. While the original ap-
proach starts with a fully relativistic all-electron~AE! treat-
ment of the atom and its actual PP construction procedur
independent of the handling of relativity, the PP construct
of TM explicitly makes use of the nonrelativistic Kohn
Sham~KS! equations. However, relativistic effects alrea
become visible in the spectroscopic constants of molec
containing 3d elements~see, e.g., Refs. 10–12 for the Copp
dimer and Sec. IV! and can definitively not be neglected fo
heavy elements.13 In practical implementations of the TM
scheme relativistic effects are thus sometimes taken into
count in the AE calculation on the scalar-relativistic lev
while still using the nonrelativistic form of the actual P
generation.14 Here we present a fully relativistic extension
the TM approach which explicitly includes spin-orbit co
pling in the PP construction. This not only resolves the
consistency of the semi-relativistic procedure, but also p
vides the input for DFT calculations on the basis of TM-P
without neglect of spin-orbit effects~in analogy to spin-orbit
coupled energy adjusted PPs15!.

In order to generate particularly smooth pseudo-orb
~POs! the TM procedure augments the AE valence orbitals
the valence region by nodeless continuations into the c
region in such a way that the POs and their first four deri
tives are continuous. The corresponding screened PPs fo
individual valence states are then obtained from these
0163-1829/2001/63~12!/125121~12!/$15.00 63 1251
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via the nonrelativistic KS equations. The latter step must
modified as soon as the AE orbitals result from the solut
of the relativistic KS equations. Although in the core regi
the POs experience much weaker total potentials~i.e., the
corresponding PPs! than the AE orbitals, the depths of thes
potentials are nevertheless often too large to allow for a co
plete neglect of relativistic corrections. In such cases, us
the nonrelativistic KS equation for the extraction of th
screened PP from the PO introduces a sizable error. T
error becomes visible as soon as the Dirac equation is so
for the resulting PP. The solution deviates from the A
spinor even in the valence region, as the inconsistency in
core regime is propagated into the valence regime by
integration of the differential equation. In spite of its weak
relativistic nature, this inconsistency is not only a form
problem, but rather shows up in a practical, numerical sen
The TM scheme thus has to be reformulated within a fu
relativistic framework~Sec. II!.

The resulting PPs are applied to a number of prototy
molecules. In order to establish the reliability of the relat
istic TM scheme, we consider three noble metal compoun
Cu2 , Au2 and AuH. These diatomic systems are particula
suitable for an unambiguous analysis of the performance
the relativistic PPs, as very accurate AE reference data
available, both for the nonrelativistic and the relativis
case10–12,16~especially for Cu2).

On this basis we focus on 3d transition metal elements. I
is well known that for these elements the 3s and 3p semi-
core states cannot be completely neglected in a realistic
scription of compounds or the bulk.1,17–22 Although these
states are energetically well separated from the 3d and 4s
valence electrons, the spatial overlap between the 3s-, 3p-,
and 3d-densities is large. This overlap shows up both in t
total energy and in the effective single-particle equations
DFT via the exchange-correlation~xc! energy functional
Exc@n# and the corresponding xc-potential,vxc@n#
©2001 The American Physical Society21-1
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5dExc@n#/dn, as Exc@n# is a nonlinear functional of the
density n. The neglect of the core densitync in the total
~spin-! density is particularly critical for magnetic system
as, in this case, the balance between the spin-up and
down potentials is affected. For transition metal elements
semicore states are usually taken into account by inclusio
nonlinear core corrections~nlccs!.17 In fact, the nonlinearity
of Exc@n# requires the application of nlccs also for ma
other atoms, like the alkalis~for a detailed discussion se
Refs. 22 and 23!. It has been shown that in this way goo
agreement with AE results for bulk iron, cobalt, and nick
can be obtained.18,19 The situation is less clear for transitio
metal clusters~compare Refs. 24, 25, and 30! and has not
been examined at all for transition metal oxides.26 As an
alternative to their representation by nlccs, one can treat
semicore electrons dynamically,21 i.e., extend the valence
space by the semicore states.27

As a prerequisite for a reliable discussion of relativis
effects in transition metal compounds, we carefully analy
the convergence of the PP results with respect to the siz
the valence space~in Sec. IV A—some technical issues co
cerning the construction of the PPs are discussed in Sec.!.
In particular, we investigate to what extent the representa
of the semicore electrons by nlccs can substitute their
plicit dynamic treatment. For this question FeO provide
very critical testing ground as one finds three states that
energetically competing for being the ground state, and e
rather elaborate multi-configuration Hartree-Fo
calculations28 do not correctly reproduce the experimen
ground state.29,30 It represents a serious challenge for a
PP-scheme to reproduce the energetic ordering of the t
states, as predicted by AE-calculations with the same
functional ~which need not necessarily be identical with t
experimental ordering!. With the converged PP results w
then investigate the importance of relativity~in Sec. IV B!.

For this conceptual study we utilize the local density a
proximation ~LDA !31 for Exc@n#. It must be emphasized
however, that the complete approach can be directly tra
ferred to semilocal functionals~like the generalized gradien
approximation: GGA! or fully nonlocal xc functionals~like
the exact exchange implemented via the optimized poten
method—see, e.g., Refs. 32 and 33!.

II. THEORY

A. Relativistic extension of Troullier-Martins scheme

The general form of the semilocal PPs usually applied
the context of DFT is7

^ruv̂psur8&5v loc~r !d (3)~r2r8!1
d~r 2r 8!

r 2

3(
l 50

l max

dvsl,l~r ! (
m52 l

l

Ylm~V!Ylm* ~V8!, ~1!

dvsl,l~r !5 (
j 5 l 61/2

2 j 11

4l 12
@vps,l j ~r !2v loc~r !#, ~2!
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i.e., for each angular momentuml< l max present among the
valence levels of the atom of interest, a separate radial P
used to represent the atom’s ionic core in electronic struc
calculations for molecules or solids. While the latter calc
lations are typically based on the framework of nonrelativ
tic spin-density functional theory,9 Eq. ~1! already indicates
that, in general, a relativistic treatment of the atom is nec
sary. Consequently, aj average is required for the transitio
from the relativistic,l j -dependent PPsvps,l j , resulting di-
rectly from a fully relativistic PP construction scheme, to t
purely l-dependent PPs usually applied in the poly-atom
calculations. On the other hand, withoutj averaging, the
vps,l j can be used as input to spin-orbit coupled PP calcu
tions on the basis of norm-conserving PPs. As usual, a m
tiplicative partv loc of the total PP has been extracted fro
the individual components in Eq.~1!. v loc is chosen so tha
the resultingdvps,l are short-ranged. For the calculations
Sec. V always one of thej averagedvps,l j is used forv loc .34

For the construction of the individualvps,l j one starts with
an AE calculation for a suitably chosen atomic valence c
figuration ~utilizing a spherical average!. In the context of
the LDA, often excited and/or ionized configurations are u
lized in order to stabilize unoccupied states,7 which may not
even be bound by the ground state KS potential. Howeve
this contribution, we restrict ourselves to using the grou
state configuration only.35

In the most general situation, the atomic AE calculati
requires the solution of the radial KS equations of relativis
DFT ~for the notation see Ref. 36!,

cS ] r1
k

r Danl j~r !5@2mc22vs~r !1enl j #bnl j~r !, ~3!

cS ] r2
k

r Dbnl j~r !5@vs~r !2enl j #anl j~r !, ~4!

where

vs~r !52
Ze2

r
1vH~r !1vxc~r !, ~5!

vH~@n#;r !54pe2H 1

r E0

r

x2dx n~x!1E
r

`

xdx n~x!J , ~6!

vxc~@n#;r !5
dExc@n#

dn~r!
, ~7!

n~r !5(
nl j

Qnl j

anl j~r !21bnl j~r !2

4pr 2
, ~8!

with Qnl j denoting the occupation of eachnl j subshell (k
522( j 2 l )( j 11/2)—we use the standard form of th
spherical spinors as given by Rose37!. Self-consistent solu-
tion of Eqs.~3!–~8! provides the total AE potentialvs as well
as the radial AE orbitalsanl j and bnl j and the eigenvalues
enl j .

On the basis of these solutions one has to choose a s
cutoff radii r c,l for the individual valence states, thus sep
1-2
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rating the~outer! valence from the~inner! core region. While
the pseudo-orbital~PO! is required to be identical with the
AE orbital for r .r c,l , one has to make a suitable ansatz
the PO inside the core region. This step is somewhat c
plicated by the fact that, in the relativistic situation, ea
orbital consists of two components. Clearly, for all valen
and semicore statesanl j dominates overbnl j , so that the
primary quantity for the PP construction is the large com
nent. The standard TM scheme8 thus suggests the ansatz

aps,l j ~r !5H anl j~r ! for r .r c,l

r l 11 exp@p~r !# for r<r c,l ,
~9!

p~r !5(
i 50

6

c2i r
2i , ~10!

for the large component of the PO.38 In the standard TM
procedure the corresponding screened PPvps,l j

sc ~which is the
total potential of whichaps,l j is an eigenstate! follows imme-
diately from the nonrelativistic KS equation,8

vps,l j
sc,nr5H vs for r .r c,l ,

enl j1
l 11

r

p8

m
1

p91~p8!2

2m
for r<r c,l .

~11!

Equations.~9!–~11! would be consistent ifanl j andvs were
related via the nonrelativistic KS equations. In the prese
more general situation, however, the AE orbitals are so
tions of the Dirac-type equations~3! and ~4!. Thus, for a
continuous PO of the form~9!, ~10!, the PP~11! is discon-
tinuous atr c,l , in obvious contradiction to the TM concep
In fact, in the complete core region the PO~9!, ~10! ~together
with the associated small component! does not really solve
Eqs.~3! and ~4! for the PP~11!.

To analyze this problem in more detail, it is most conv
nient to combine Eqs.~3! and~4! to a second-order differen
tial equation for the large component,

1

2m S 1

12D D F] r
22

l ~ l 11!

r 2 1
~] rD!

12D S ] r1
k

r D Ga~r !

5„v~r !2e…a~r !, ~12!

where

D~r !5
v~r !2e

2mc2 ~13!

and all quantum numbers and indices have been droppe
brevity. Equation~12! not only applies for the AE solution
but also establishes the connection between consistent
tivistic POs and PPs in the core region. As is obvious fr
Eq. ~12!, the relevant ratio that characterizes the differen
between the relativistic and nonrelativistic KS equations
D, so that the inconsistency between Eqs.~9! and ~11! is of
the order of 1/c2. In the standard range ofr c,l
(0.5–3.0 Bohr)D is of the order of 1024–1023. One may
thus ask whether the inconsistency inherent in Eqs.~9!–~11!
12512
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is of any practical relevance, given the fact that all quantit
involved in Eqs.~9!–~11! are only known within some finite
numerical accuracy.

A first answer to this question is provided by the follow
ing considerations: The POs not only serve as a vehicle
the construction of the screened PPs, they are also requ
for the elimination of the interaction among the valence el
trons ~and their spurious self-interaction, if present! from
vps,l j

sc . In the most simple case, linear unscreening is used
this purpose:

vps,l j ~r !5vps,l j
sc ~r !2vH~@nps#;r !2vxc~@nps#;r !, ~14!

nps~r !5 (
occ.val.orb.

Qnl j

aps,l j ~r !21bps,l j ~r !2

4pr 2
. ~15!

~Note that the precise form of the unscreening is irrelev
for the arguments to follow.! In the unscreening procedure
one cannot simply ignore the existence of the small com
nent by settingbps,l j 50, absorbing its norm contribution via

E
0

r c
dr a~r !21E

0

`

dr b~r !25E
0

r c
dr aps~r !2.

This would lead to an incomplete cancellation of the AE
potential byvxc(@nps#;r ) and also affect the charge balan
of the system, and thus the netvH ~the charge represented b
bnl j in the valence regime is of the order of 1025–1024 for
most states, while its total norm contribution is larger
roughly one order of magnitude!.

The most direct way to evaluatebps,l j is the solution of
Eqs. ~3!, ~4! for the PP~11!. However, due to the nonrela
tivistic form of ~11! for r ,r c,l the solutions of Eqs.~3!, ~4!
do no longer have exactly the same eigenvalues as the
states. For the size of this eigenvalue deviation, not only
D(r c,l) relevant, but rather the magnitude ofD in the com-
plete core region. For instance, for Cu the eigenvalue s
experienced by the 3d3/2 orbital amounts to 10 mHartree
reflecting the fact that ford states of transition or noble me
als the ratio (vps2e)/(2mc2) may become as large as 1022

inside the core region. As a consequence, unscreening
the solutions of Eqs.~3!, ~4! for the PP~11! also leads to an
incomplete cancellation of the interaction between the
lence electrons, so that in the unscreened PP~14! the valence
regime is affected by the size ofD in the core region~see
Sec. IV for a numerical example of the consequences of
effect for molecular results!.

This problem can be circumvented by constructing
small component of the PO in an alternative way. Evaluat
of bps by insertion of Eqs.~9! and ~10! into Eq. ~3!,

bps~r !5H b~r ! for r .r c ,

c@~ l 111k!/r 1p8~r !#aps~r !

2mc22vps
sc~r !1e

for r<r c ,

~16!

guarantees that the resulting PO is identical with the
orbital for r .r c . Moreover, requiring proper normalization
1-3
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E
0

r c
dr@a~r !21b~r !2#5E

0

r c
dr@aps~r !21bps~r !2#,

~17!

one is left with a minor charge redistribution in the co
region. Equations~16! and ~17! are equivalent to the ap
proach taken in the scalar-relativistic PP scheme,14 as in the
latter, the small component is completely suppressed, all
ing for a unique normalization of the large component. Ho
ever, this construction ofbps does not resolve the fundame
tal problem that the PO~9!, ~16! is not an eigenstate of th
PP~11!. While thej average~2! usually masks this problem
the basic inconsistency becomes immediately obvious in
plications of the resulting unscreened PP to atoms. S
consistent relativistic calculations with this PP do not yie
the original AE levels as eigenstates.

To be consistent, the PP~11! therefore has to be aug
mented by some relativistic correctiondv l j for r<r c,l ,

vps,l j
sc ~r !5H vs~r ! for r .r c,l ,

vps,l j
sc,nr~r !1dv l j ~r ! for r<r c,l

~18!

~note that this extension of the PP can equally well be u
within the scalar-relativistic framework.! In contrast to its
nonrelativistic limit, the nonlinear relation~12! does not di-
rectly allow to determinevps

sc ~or, alternatively,dv) for given
a(r ), so that one has to resort to some approximation
view of the size ofD, a first-order weakly relativistic expan
sion of ~12! offers itself,

1

2mF ~11D!S ] r
22

l ~ l 11!

r 2 D1D8S ] r1
k

r D Ga5~v2e!a.

~19!

Insertion ofvps
sc5vps

sc,nr1dv into Eq. ~19! yields dv in terms
of vps

sc,nr anda,

dv5
~vps

sc,nr2e!2

2mc2
1

~vps
sc,nr!8

4m2c2 S aps8

aps
1

k

r D . ~20!

Equations~11!, ~18!, and~20! provide an excellent approxi
mation to the potential satisfying the fully relativistic rel
tions ~3!, ~4! for a PO of the form~9!, ~10!, ~16!. The re-
maining inconsistency of the order 1/c4 can no longer be
resolved, given the limited numerical accuracy of the A
solution and all subsequent steps. Correspondingly, the
genvalue shift discussed earlier is reduced to the orde
10 mHartree or less, and the POs generated by solution
Eqs.~3!, ~4! with the PP~11!, ~18!, ~20! are extremely close
to the AE orbitals forr .r c,l .

It remains to determine the coefficientsc2i in ~10! in a
relativistically consistent form. As in the nonrelativist
limit, one requires the continuity ofaps,l j and its first four
derivatives atr c,l ~and normalization of the PO!. The actual
implementation of these conditions, however, now ma
use of the relativistic KS equation~12!. The corresponding
relations are explicitly given in the Appendix. Note, how
ever, that in general, the relativistic corrections in E
12512
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~A1!–~A5! are only of minor importance compared to tho
in Eq. ~18!, asD(r ) is much smaller atr 5r c,l than inside the
core region.

B. Nonlinear unscreening

The unscreening~14! implies a linearization ofvxc@n# as
far as the core-valence interaction is concerned. The non
earity of the xc functional can be taken into account by
clusion of nlccs,17,27

vps,lj
nlcc~r !5vps,lj

sc ~r !2vH~@nps#;r !2vxc~@nps1nc#;r !.
~21!

In order to end up with a sufficiently smoothvps,l
nlcc, the AE

core densitync is usually modified forr smaller than some
core-cutoff radiusr nlcc. For this smoothly truncated cor
density,nc,ps we have used the form14

nc,ps~r !5H n01(
i 53

6

nir
i for r ,r nlcc,

nc~r ! for r>r nlcc,

~22!

requiring continuity ofnc,ps as well as its first four deriva-
tives at r nlcc. The actual values ofr nlcc, which have been
chosen rather conservatively~for a detailed discussion of thi
issue, see Ref. 22!, are given in Table I.

III. TECHNICAL DETAILS

A. Details of the pseudopotential construction

In order to allow for convergence studies, a series of P
has been produced for all 3d elements, starting with the
minimum valence space 3d4s and successively including th
3p and 3s electrons.39 This implies that ultimately twos
orbitals are included in the valence space. One can t
choose between two states from which thes-PP can be con-
structed. Using the energetically lowers state, i.e., the 3s
orbital, the pseudo 4s orbital is obtained as the second low
est state bound by thes-PP and thus exhibits one node. A
first glance, one might expect this first excited pseudo-orb
to differ significantly from the AE 4s orbital. However, this
is not the case, as can be seen from Fig. 1, in which th

TABLE I. Cutoff radii used in this work. Wherever differen
orbitals have been utilized to generate PPs for a givenl both r c are
listed.

r c @Bohr# r nlcc

Atom s p d @Bohr#

O 1.0 0.9 — 0.27
Cr 3: 0.8; 4: 2.2 3: 0.8; 4: 2.6 0.8 0.3
Mn 3: 0.81; 4: 2.53 3: 0.81; 4: 2.75 0.81 0.43
Fe 3: 0.8; 4: 2.2 3: 0.8; 4: 2.6 0.8 0.3
Co 3: 0.7; 4: 2.2 3: 0.7; 4: 2.6 0.7 0.3
Ni 3: 0.7; 4: 2.0 3: 0.7; 4: 2.5 0.7 0.25
Cu 3: 0.7; 4: 2.1 3: 0.7; 4: 2.5 0.6 0.25
Au 5: 0.85; 6: 2.2 5: 1.0; 6: 3.0 1.2 0.6
1-4
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two states are compared for Fe. The two 4s orbitals are
almost indistinguishable in the valence regime. Correspo
ingly, the eigenvalue of the 4s-PO obtained from the 3s-PP
is only marginally different from the AE 4s-eigenvalue
(2 mHartree).

In spite of this very good agreement, the small differen
between the two orbitals in the valence regime would lead
a minor mismatch betweenvxc@nAE# andvxc@nps# if nps was
evaluated with this 4s-PO. For maximum consistency w
have thus always used the 4s-PO generated directly from th
AE 4s-orbital in the unscreening procedure. To constr
this 4s-PO, one has to chooser c,s somewhere in between th
two outermost nodes of the AE 4s-orbital, so that the pseud
4s state again has one node.40

Analogous statements hold for 4d and 5d elements. Quite
generally, it seems that it is slightly preferable to use
higher state for the generation of the PP, as the corresp
ing PO is more important for the poly-atomic electron
structure. While we have found essentially no difference
the molecular results obtained with the twos-PP for the 3d
elements, use of the PP generated from the 6s-state yields
spectroscopic parameters for Au2, which are marginally
closer to the AE-data~the results of Tables VIII and IX cor
respond to this PP!.

Rather hard cutoff radii have been used for this conc
tual study, in order to avoid any inaccuracies, which co
result from a softer choice for these input parameters~see
Table I!. The sensitivity of the molecular results to the cuto
radii chosen has been checked in detail for the various st
of FeO, using the 3p3d4s valence space for Fe. Our sta
dard r c’s for this configuration are 0.8 Bohr for thep- and
d-PPs and 2.2 Bohr for thes-PP. Increasing the 3p cutoff
radius from 0.8 to 1.6 Bohr, both the bond length and
harmonic frequency remain essentially invariant, while
binding energy is reduced by 0.05 eV. Differences of
same size are found betweenr c,s52.2 Bohr and r c,s

52.7 Bohr. Consequently, the spectroscopic parameters
rather insensitive to variation of the 3p and 4s cutoff radii.
The 3d cutoff radius, however, must not be increased
yond 0.9 Bohr if one wants to keep the resulting equilibriu
distance within 0.1 Bohr of that found with the more acc

FIG. 1. Large component of 4s orbital of Fe. PO generated from
3s-PP in comparison with AE result.
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rate hard PP~i.e., for r c,d50.8 Bohr). On the other hand
further reduction ofr c,d to 0.6 Bohr does not change any o
the spectroscopic constants.

B. Details of the molecular calculations

For the molecular PP calculations, we have used prol
elliptic coordinates and a Hylleraas-type basis. For the te
nical details of this nonrelativistic spin-density functional a
proach, the reader is referred to Ref. 41. Taking all techn
sources of inaccuracies~basis sets, grids, etc.! together, the
resulting equilibrium bond lengths (Re) are converged to
better than 0.01 Bohr, while dissociation energies (De) are
correct within 0.01 eV and vibrational frequencies (ve)
within 10 cm21 ~for given PP!.

Our AE calculations for FeO have been performed w
the Amsterdam code.42 High quality triple zeta basis set
have been used for both Fe and O. For oxygen, an additi
polarization function has been included.

In the case of open-shell atoms, the atomic ground s
energy used for the evaluation ofDe needs some furthe
specification in order to allow for unambiguous compariso
Quite generally, both the exact ground state density and
density, which minimizes the LDA ground state energy fun
tional, are nonspherical for this class of atoms~for a detailed
discussion see Ref. 43!. Moreover, nonspherical atomi
ground state densities often lead to binding energies wh
are closer to the experimental values.44 On the other hand,
many calculations in the literature are based on atomic
erence energies that correspond to spherically symme
densities. In this work, we have thus restricted the atomic
calculations for Fe, Ni, and O to spherical densities, in or
to be consistent with the evaluation of the nonrelativistic A
reference values forDe .25,42

It seems worth mentioning that the use of nonspher
atomic densities appears to be problematic for PP calc
tions without nlccs. For instance, the AE ground state ene
of oxygen obtained with a nonspherical potential is 0.106
lower than that found with a spherical density~see Table
II—in our calculations, a nonspherical density always im
plies a nonspherical total potential!. While this energy gain is
well reproduced by the PP calculation with nlccs (0.107 eV
it is clearly overestimated without nlccs (0.163 eV). A
Table II shows, the effect can be similarly large even in t
case of extended valence spaces. For Fe one finds an en
gain of 0.079 eV without nlccs for theL shell, 0.027 eV with
nlccs. This overestimation introduces a systematic erro
the correspondingDe obtained from PP calculations withou
nlccs ~compare Ref. 22!.

IV. RESULTS

A. Role of semicore states

In this section we examine the convergence of molecu
results for transition metal compounds with respect to
size of the valence space and, in particular, to what ex
nlccs can substitute the explicit dynamic treatment of se
core states. As this question is not intimately linked to t
relativistic approach and only nonrelativistic AE referen
1-5
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TABLE II. Atomic ground state energies. Role of nonspherical density34 ~all calculations are strictly
nonrelativistic!.

2Etot

Atom Mode spin↑ spin ↓ @Hartree#

O AE 2s2p3 2s2p1 74.52741
O AE 2s1p23s 2s3s 74.53129

O PP 2s2p3 2s2p1 15.80945
O PP 2s1p23s 2s3s 15.81543

O PP 2s2p31nlcc 2s2p11nlcc 18.73802
O PP 2s1p23s1nlcc 2s3s1nlcc 18.74196

Fe PP 3s3p33d54s 3s3p33d14s 122.99089
Fe PP 4s2p25s1d26s3p27s 4s2p25s6s3p1 122.99379

Fe PP 3s3p33d54s1nlcc 3s3p33d14s1nlcc 144.66126
Fe PP 4s2p25s1d26s3p27s1nlcc 4s2p25s6s3p11nlcc 144.66226
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data45 are available, all PP results of Sec. IV A are stric
nonrelativistic. The spectroscopic constants obtained w
the various PPs for four prototype molecules are summar
in Tables III and IV. We start the discussion by an analy
of the 7D ground state of Fe2, the observations being cha
acteristic of all other states considered.

Focusing first on the data obtained without nlccs, it
obvious from Table III that the minimum valence spa
3d4s is completely inadequate~as is well known!. The in-
clusion of the 3p electrons in the valence space drastica
improvesDe ; however, at the same time it even worsens
agreement ofRe with the AE reference value. On the oth
hand, when going from the 3p3d4s-PP to the 3s3p3d4s
configuration,Re is reduced by 0.1 Bohr. As neither th
mere overlap of the 3s with the 3d orbital nor the polariza-
tion of the 3s density can be responsible for this effect~oth-
erwise the differences between the minimum-PP and
3p3d4s-PP had to be larger!, this indicates that the outer
most node of the 4s-orbital has some relevance for the m
lecular electronic structure. This node is located
1.04 Bohr, i.e., even beyond the region where the 3d orbitals
and the semicore density have their maxima, so that
manifestation of the orthogonality between the 4s and the 3s
state can actually affect the molecular results.

This conclusion is confirmed by the spectroscopic c
stants found with nlccs. Even for the minimum valence sp
the 3s density is now taken into account, while the 4s node
is still suppressed. As Table III shows,De is always signifi-
cantly improved by the inclusion of nlccs. However, t
same is not true forRe andve . On the one hand, the nlcc
reduce the error inRe by 40%, in the case of the minimum
valence space. On the other hand, the 3p3d4s valence space
shows that this improvement must be regarded as fortuit
For this configuration the inclusion of nlccs does not aff
Re at all, so that the optimum PP without a dynamic tre
ment of the 3s electrons overestimatesRe by 0.1 Bohr. In
other words, if nlccs are used the dynamic handling of
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3p electrons yields worse results than their representa
via nlccs. Finally, for the 3s3p3d4s valence space the PP
with and without nlccs again give the same value forRe ~and
ve).

Comparing the results from the largest valence space w
the AE data,25 one finds perfect agreement forRe , indicating
convergence of the PP approach. On the other hand, theDe
obtained with the PP without nlccs is still in error by almo
0.5 eV. In view of the very small core, this discrepancy
somewhat surprising. It can, however, be traced to the n
linearity of Exc@n#. Even the xc-interaction of the semicor

TABLE III. Bond lengthRe , dissociation energyDe ~including
zero-point energy! and harmonic frequencyve of transition metal
dimers: Nonrelativistic PP versus AE calculations.34

PP valence Re De ve

Mode configuration @Bohr# @eV# @cm21#

Fe2 PP 3d64s2 3.75 0.76 422
7D PP 3d64s2 1nlcc 3.72 4.09 426

PP 3p63d64s2 3.78 3.40 452
PP 3p63d64s2 1nlcc 3.78 4.18 450
PP 3s23p63d64s2 3.68 3.91 440
PP 3s23p63d64s2 1nlcc 3.68 4.31 440

AE25 3.68 4.38 497
PP1 3d74s1 1nlcc 3.61 3.94 400
PP21 3s23p63d64s2 3.70 4.12

Ni2 PP 3d84s2 3.86 3.93 367
3S PP 3d84s2 1nlcc 3.89 3.42 363

PP 3p63d84s2 3.89 3.54 372
PP 3p63d84s2 1nlcc 3.90 3.41 370
PP 3s23p63d84s2 3.85 3.56 363
PP 3s23p63d84s2 1nlcc 3.85 3.49 362

AE25 3.87 3.64 354
1-6
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with the core states shows up inDe , particularly for high
spin states. This is immediately clear from the correspond
PP with nlccs. The resultingDe is almost on top of the AE
energy. Thus, for a fully quantitative reproduction of the A
structure and energetics of iron compounds, the combina
of a large valence space and nlccs is required.

For further support of this conclusion, the results fro
two PP-calculations in the literature1,21 are listed in Table III.
On the basis of ultra-soft PPs~Ref. 46! for the 3d and 4s
orbitals and nlccs for both semicore statesRe is underesti-
mated by 0.07 Bohr andve by 97 cm21. On the other hand
use of ultra-soft PPs for all relevant valence and semic
states21 yields results which are much closer to the pres
and the AE data.

The picture sketched by the results for Fe2 is confirmed
by all other transition metal compounds considered here
particular, the reduction ofRe by the dynamic treatment o
the 3s electrons is present for all molecules. While for FeO
is of the same size as for Fe2, it is even larger for CrO~see
Table IV!. For Ni2, on the other hand, both the faster co

TABLE IV. Same as Table III for transition metal oxides.

PP valence Re De ve

Mode configuration @Bohr# @eV# @cm21#

FeO PP 3d64s2 3.11 5.06 852
5D PP 3d64s2 1nlcc 3.05 6.60 956

PP 3p63d64s2 3.07 6.12 960
PP 3p63d64s2 1nlcc 3.07 6.62 974
PP 3s23p63d64s2 2.99 6.65 962
PP 3s23p63d64s2 1nlcc 2.99 7.00 968
AE 3.01 7.06 957

FeO PP 3d64s2 3.10 6.38 953
5S PP 3d64s2 1nlcc 3.11 6.46 939

PP 3p63d64s2 3.12 6.28 959
PP 3p63d64s2 1nlcc 3.12 6.50 955
PP 3s23p63d64s2 3.04 6.45 948
PP 3s23p63d64s2 1nlcc 3.04 6.60 947
AE 3.06 6.70 942

FeO PP 3d64s2 3.17 6.40 921
7S PP 3d64s2 1nlcc 3.19 5.77 886

PP 3p63d64s2 3.19 5.72 902
PP 3p63d64s2 1nlcc 3.19 5.75 895
PP 3s23p63d64s2 3.13 5.88 881
PP 3s23p63d64s2 1nlcc 3.13 5.95 876
AE 3.15 5.99 877

CrO PP 3d54s1 3.27 4.42 719
5P PP 3d54s1 1nlcc 3.11 5.77 926

PP 3p63d54s1 3.16 5.40 917
PP 3p63d54s1 1nlcc 3.13 5.85 967
PP 3s23p63d54s1 3.01 6.06 952
PP 3s23p63d54s1 1nlcc 2.99 6.38 978

AE51 3.02 6.15 976
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vergence, with respect to the size of the valence space,
the reduced effect of nlccs indicate that the semicore st
and thus also the nodal structure of the 4s orbital are not as
important as for Fe2 ~see Table III!. It is nevertheless worth
noting that in the case of Ni2, the inclusion of the semicore
states into the 3d4s-PP via nlccs even leads to an increase
Re , while their dynamic treatment reduces the bond leng
The same feature is found for the5S and 7S states of FeO.

In the case of FeO, the energy gaps between the th
low-lying states5D, 5S, and 7S provide a further quality
criterion for the PPs. As different spin states are involv
the size of the excitation energies also indicates how well
magnetization of the corresponding bulk material can be
produced. As Table V demonstrates, the 3d4s-PP without
nlccs suggests the7S to be the ground state, the 3p3d4s PP
without nlccs the5S, both results being in contradiction t
the AE calculation~and experiment!. Also, the standard PP
for Fe ~minimum valence space plus nlccs! does not give
realistic energy gaps. Even in the case of the largest vale
space, nlccs are required for an accurate description of
subtle energy balance between the5D ground state and the
5S first excited state.

Another quantity that offers itself for a comparison
the static electric dipole moment. The corresponding AE a
PP data for the5D state of FeO are listed in Table VI fo
a number ofR-values. Given the sensitivity of the dipol
moment to the basis set size, the agreement of
3s3p3d4s-PP values with the AE numbers over the com
plete range ofR is excellent. At the experimental equilibrium
distance of 3.06 Bohr the predicted moments a
4.462 Debye in the case of the AE and 4.486 Debye for
PP calculation. On the other hand, the 3d4s-PP with nlccs is
systematically off by almost 0.3 Debye.

TABLE V. Low-lying excitation energies of FeO. Nonrelativis
tic AE versus PP results.34

Mode PP valence 5D→5S 5S→7S

configuration @eV# @eV#

PP 3d64s2 21.32 20.02
PP 3d64s2 1nlcc 0.14 0.69
PP 3p63d64s2 20.16 0.56
PP 3p63d64s2 1nlcc 0.12 0.75
PP 3s23p63d64s2 0.20 0.57
PP 3s23p63d64s2 1nlcc 0.40 0.65
AE 0.36 0.71

TABLE VI. Dipole moment~in Debye! for the 5D state of FeO.
Nonrelativistic AE versus PP results for various internuclear d
tancesR.

R AE PP
@Bohr# 3s23p63d64s2 3d64s21nlcc

2.90 3.92 3.93 3.66
3.00 4.27 4.29 4.03
3.10 4.59 4.61 4.37
1-7
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E. ENGEL, A. HÖCK, AND S. VARGA PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 125121
A more microscopic measure of the performance of P
are the molecular KS eigenvalues. The spin-up sing
particle spectra of FeO corresponding to the various PPs
compared with the AE-spectrum in Fig. 2. In accordan
with the quality of the spectroscopic parameters, the eig
values of the 3d4s-PP are clearly different from their AE
counterparts. In particular, the 1d-level is bound too
strongly. The 3p3d4s-PP leads to a substantial improv
ment. The only obvious discrepancy to the AE spectrum
the underestimation of the splitting between the 8s and the
4p level and the corresponding overestimation of the g
between the 8s and the 1d. Finally, the 3s3p3d4s-PP pro-
duces a spectrum that agrees rather well with the A
eigenvalues, in accordance with the quality of the spec
scopic data.

All these findings are in line with the results for atom
excitation energies~compare1,22,47!. For Fe, all PPs withou
nlccs give completely inadequate values for t
5D(3d64s2)→ 5F(3d74s1) excitation energy, as can b
gleaned from Table VII.48 Even the 3s3p3d4s-PP overesti-

FIG. 2. Nonrelativistic spin-up eigenvalues of FeO~for R
53.0 Bohr). Various PPs without nlccs in comparison with A
result (s-levels—solid lines, p-levels—dashed lines
d-levels—dotted lines!.
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mates the AE number by roughly a factor of 3. Inclusion
nlccs in this PP, on the other hand, leads to as-d transfer
energy reasonably close to the AE value. The improvem
by nlccs is much less dramatic for Ni. Moreover, while t
absolute errors of the optimum PPs are similar for both
oms (60–70 meV), the percentage error is 45% in the c
of the very smalls-d transfer energy of Fe, but only 4% fo
Ni. Among the elements listed in Table VII, Fe is clear
most sensitive to the handling of the semicore and c
states.

For completeness we also list the spectroscopic const
of three noble metal compounds in Table VIII. One not
that even the minimum valence space„(n21)d10ns1

… with-
out nlccs gives rather accurate results in the case of th

TABLE VIII. Same as Table III for noble metal compounds.

PP valence Re De ve

Mode configuration @Bohr# @eV# @cm21#

Cu2 PP 3d104s1 4.14 2.58 268
1S PP 3d104s1 1nlcc 4.14 2.58 281

PP 3p63d104s1 4.14 2.59 286
PP 3p63d104s1 1nlcc 4.14 2.59 286
PP 3s23p63d104s1 4.10 2.65 286
PP 3s23p63d104s1 1nlcc 4.10 2.65 286

AE10 4.10 2.65 330

Au2 PP 5d106s1 5.10 1.98 136
1S PP 5d106s1 1nlcc 5.11 1.98 135

PP 5p65d106s1 5.11 1.99 138
PP 5p65d106s1 1nlcc 5.11 1.98 138
PP 5s25p65d106s1 5.04 2.04 136
PP 5s25p65d106s1 1nlcc 5.04 2.04 136

AE11 5.08 1.95 135

AuH PP 5d106s1 3.21 2.68 1704
1S PP 5d106s1 1nlcc 3.20 2.69 1704

PP 5p65d106s1 3.24 2.62 1693
PP 5p65d106s1 1nlcc 3.25 2.62 1692
PP 5s25p65d106s1 3.21 2.68 1704
PP 5s25p65d106s1 1nlcc 3.21 2.69 1704

AE11 3.21 2.63 1728
TABLE VII. 3 dn4s2→3dn114s1 excitation energy: Nonrelativistic AE versus PP results.34

PP valence Etot(3dn114s1)2Etot(3dn4s2) @eV#

configuration Cr Mn Fe Co Ni

3dn4sm 22.950 4.170 2.361 0.692 20.785
3p63dn4sm 22.234 1.735 0.702 20.324 21.327
3s23p63dn4sm 22.090 1.379 0.445 20.490 21.410
3dn4sm 1nlcc 22.146 1.202 0.311 20.584 21.447
3p63dn4sm 1nlcc 22.086 1.109 0.229 20.656 21.513
3s23p63dn4sm 1nlcc 22.020 1.082 0.212 20.666 21.512

AE 22.060 1.026 0.146 20.721 21.573
1-8
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elements. This shows that the spatial overlap between thd
and 3p orbitals is only of minor importance for Cu and Au
so that nlccs can be safely neglected. Nevertheless, it se
worth pointing out that again the dynamic treatment of
(n21)s electrons is required to obtain the correct bo
lengths~in the case of Au2, we believe that the discrepanc
between PP and AE data is due to the use of an insuffic
basis set in Ref. 11—compare the relativistic values of S
IV B !.

B. Importance of relativistic corrections

The discussion of Sec. IV A has set the stage for an an
sis of the role of relativity for 3d compounds. The spectro
scopic constants obtained with the relativistic TM PPs
summarized in Tables IX and X. We first analyze the resu
for the noble metal molecules listed in Table IX. For the
systems, accurate relativistic AE results are available in
literature,12,16so that they are ideally suited for analyzing t
performance of the relativistic TM PPs. In order to emph
size the importance of a consistent relativistic PP const
tion, we first reexamine the convergence of the PP res
with decreasing size of the core for Cu2. Two sets of PPs are
compared. On the one hand, the consistent relativistic
developed in Sec. II A show a completely analogous beh
ior as their nonrelativistic limits. They converge in a simil
manner and the 3s3p3d4s-PP reproduces the relativistic A
data very well. On the other hand, we give the spectrosco
parameters obtained with a PP based on a partially non
tivistic TM scheme. This ‘‘inconsistent’’ PP~IPP! results
from an unscreening of the PP~11! with POs obtained by
solution of Eqs.~3! and~4! with this PP. As discussed in Se

TABLE IX. Spectroscopic constants of noble metal compoun
Relativistic PP versus AE calculations.34 IPP corresponds to a par
tially relativistic PP~see text!.

PP valence Re De ve

Mode configuration @Bohr# @eV# @cm21#

Cu2 IPP 3d104s1 3.66 3.78 474
1S IPP 3p63d104s1 3.94 3.42 338

IPP 3s23p63d104s1 3.85 4.07 349

RPP 3d104s1 4.07 2.74 298
RPP 3p63d104s1 4.08 2.76 304
RPP 3s23p63d104s1 4.04 2.83 304

RAE12 4.05 2.85 306
Expt.52 4.20 2.05 265

Au2 RPP 5s25p65d106s1 4.60 3.04 198
1S RPP 5s25p65d106s1 15 f 0 4.61 3.02 198

RAE16 4.64 3.00 196
Expt.52 4.67 2.30 191

AuH RPP 5s25p65d106s1 2.87 3.86 2341
1S RAE12 2.89 3.78 2339

Expt.52 2.87 3.35 2305
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II, this leads to an incomplete cancellation of the interact
among the valence electrons, the effect being of the or
1/c2. As is obvious from Table IX, the corresponding m
lecular data are rather different from those of the consis
PPs. They neither converge systematically with the size
the valence configuration nor are they close to the AE valu
The particular sensitivity of the molecular results to an ac
rate unscreening does not allow for inconsistencies of
order 1/c2.

Comparing the relativistic PP data to experiment, one
serves the well-documented deficiencies of the LDA.12 The
LDA underestimatesRe for third row elements and clearly
overestimatesDe . However, in the present context, the re
evant reference data for the PP results are provided by an
calculation using the same xc-functional, rather than by
periment. Of course, the PP cannot and should not correc
the errors of the LDA. The remaining discrepancies, w
respect to experiment, can be accounted for by inclusion
gradient corrections inExc@n#,12 and the present PP approac
can be directly applied for such gradient corrected functi
als.

In order to test the performance of the relativistic PP
the high-Z regime we have studied Au2 and AuH: gold com-
pounds reflect the ‘‘gold maximum’’13 of relativistic effects
observed in the periodic table. As Table IX shows, the agr
ment of the 5s5p5d6s-PP results with their AE
counterparts12,16 is very satisfying, taking into account th
enhanced importance of basis set limitations~in the case of
AuH, the AE data correspond to a weakly relativist
calculation12!. While our results are stable against variati
of basis and grid sizes on the 0.01 Bohr and 0.01 eV le

: TABLE X. Same as Table IX for transition metal compounds.

PP valence Re De ve

Mode configuration @Bohr# @eV# @cm21#

Fe2 RPP 3d64s2 1nlcc 3.69 3.76 435
7D RPP 3s23p63d64s2 1nlcc 3.66 3.95 451

Expt.53 3.82 1.30 300

Ni2 RPP 3d84s2 1nlcc 3.85 3.58 378
3S RPP 3s23p63d84s2 1nlcc 3.81 3.65 381

Expt.54 4.07 2.07 330

FeO RPP 3d64s2 1nlcc 3.03 6.45 972
5D RPP 3s23p63d64s2 1nlcc 2.97 6.80 984

Expt.29,30 3.06 4.06 881

5S RPP 3d64s2 1nlcc 3.09 6.44 956
RPP 3s23p63d64s2 1nlcc 3.01 6.59 969

7S RPP 3d64s2 1nlcc 3.17 5.71 888
RPP 3s23p63d64s2 1nlcc 3.12 5.88 884

CrO RPP 3d54s1 1nlcc 3.10 5.92 940
5P RPP 3s23p63d54s1 1nlcc 2.99 6.53 991

Expt.51 3.05 4.41 898
1-9
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the convergence study of Liu and van Wu¨llen,16 with respect
to their AE basis set size, seems to indicate that the true
bond length of Au2 is somewhat shorter than the value
4.64 Bohr obtained with their largest basis set. In additi
their AE dissociation energy seems to approach a va
slightly larger than 3.00 eV, so that fully converged AE r
sults should be even closer to our PP data.

We have also checked the effect of anf-component in the
PP for Au. Following the procedures of both Bacheletet al.7

~using Au21 and a partial occupation of the 5f -state in order
to make the 5f state bound within the LDA! and Hamann49

~using the 6s-eigenvalue as orbital energy for thef-state!,
two different f-PPs have been constructed. Consistently,
clusion of either form of thef-PP led to an increase of th
bond length of Au2 by 0.01 Bohr and a decrease ofDe by
0.02 eV. Omission of thef-component thus accounts for on
a minor part of the difference between PP and AE data.

Tables VIII and IX directly allow to extract the relativisti
corrections to the spectroscopic constants of the three m
ecules. As is well known, they are sizable even for Cu2 and
extremely important for the Gold compounds. In view of t
accuracy of the individual converged PP values forRe , De ,
and ve , it is clear that also the relativistic corrections a
well reproduced by the PPs.

We now turn to the transition metal compounds~Tables
X!. For these molecules only two PP variants are given:
standard PP, combining the minimum valence space w
nlccs, and the optimum PP (3s3p3d4s valence space plu
nlccs!. We first concentrate on the latter in order to exam
the role of relativity for these systems. For Fe2, one observes
a bond length reduction of 0.02 Bohr accompanied by a
stabilization of the bond by 0.37 eV, when going from t
nonrelativistic to the relativistic PP. For Ni2, the bond length
contraction increases to 0.04 Bohr, while the correction
De amounts to 0.16 eV.50 Corrections of similar size are
found for FeO and CrO. While relativistic corrections of th
size might be irrelevant for many studies of transition me
compounds, they certainly cannot be neglected if one aim
a quantitative comparison with experiment. Moreover, as
example of FeO shows, relativity does not affect all mole
lar states in the same way. The relativistic corrections de
bilize the ground state by 0.20 eV and the7S by 0.15 eV,
but do not change the binding energy of the first exci
state. As a consequence, the5D state is only 0.20 eV below
the 5S in the relativistic case, and the5S is stabilized with
respect to the7S ~compare the nonrelativistic energy ga
given in Table V!. In other words, for critical systems lik
the transition metal oxides, relativistic corrections can be
the same order of magnitude as the energy gaps betwee
low-lying states.

The importance of this observation becomes particula
obvious when looking at the relativistic version of the sta
dard PP for Fe. This PP erroneously predicts the5D to be
degenerate with the5S, which questions its suitability for
transition metal oxides. Only the combination of a dynam
treatment of the semicore states and nlccs allows reliable
calculations for this type of system.

Compared with the experimental data, the most advan
PP yields bond lengths which are too short by 0.06~CrO! to
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0.26 (Ni2) Bohr and binding energies, which are too large
more than 2 eV. In their AE calculations Castroet al.25

showed that for Fe2 and Ni2 one can bridge part of this ga
by inclusion of gradient corrections. For instance, for F2,
the gradient terms increaseRe by 0.05 Bohr and decreaseDe
by more than 1 eV. We expect an analogous behavior for
PP approach.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In view of the consistent and accurate performance
served so far, the PP construction scheme presented in
paper offers itself as an extension of the standard TM pro
dure to all elements for which relativistic effects cannot
neglected. As our results show, proper account of relativit
not only pertinent for an understanding of the cohesive pr
erties of very heavy elements. Relativistic corrections
also visible in the bond lengths and dissociation energie
all 3d compounds considered here. While contributions
0.02–0.06 Bohr toRe and 0.2–0.4 eV toDe might not be
relevant for all kinds of PP applications, they can nevert
less not be neglected if one aims at a fully quantitative
scription of the system, as is usually the case in GGA cal
lations. In fact, for all molecules in the present study t
relativistic PPs lead to a contraction ofRe , thus acting in the
opposite direction as the nonlocal~gradient! contributions to
the xc-functional. The size of this contraction is not neg
gible compared with the bond stretching by the gradient te
(0.02 vs 0.05 Bohr for Fe2

25!. Moreover, for systems like
FeO in which the first excited state is energetically close
the ground state, the relativistic corrections can substanti
modify the energy gap between the two states. For insta
for the lowest excitation energy of FeO, one finds 0.20
with the relativistic approach, compared to the nonrelativis
value of 0.40 eV. It seems worth emphasizing that in
j-averaged form, the relativistic TM scheme allows for t
inclusion of relativity in molecular or bulk calculations a
essentially no cost, on the level of both the LDA and t
GGA. Thus consistent use of the relativistic TM varia
seems recommendable.

As a prerequisite for the discussion of relativistic corre
tions, we have analyzed the convergence of PP results
the size of the valence space. All our results suggest tha
transition metal elements, the presence of the outermost n
of the valences state, i.e., the orthogonality of this state wi
the semicores state, is important for the molecular electron
structure. In PP calculations, this node is suppressed as
as the semicores state is taken into account via nlccs; on
an explicit dynamic treatment of this state preserves
nodal structure. When going from the nlcc to the dynam
representation of the 3s, the bond lengths reduce b
0.08–0.10 Bohr for the iron compounds, 0.14 Bohr for Cr
and 0.05 Bohr for Ni2. Moreover, the nlcc representatio
predicts the5D and 5S states of FeO to be degenerate,
obvious contradiction to the more advanced calculations
to experiment. On the other hand, the converged PP
which the semicore states are included in the valence sp
gives results in excellent agreement with the AE calculati
As the observed limitations of the nlcc concept do not ori
1-10
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nate from specific features of the TM scheme, we belie
them to apply also to other PP approaches. It thus seems
in PP calculations for transition metal elements, and es
cially for iron, the semicore electrons should be treated
namically.
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APPENDIX: CONTINUITY CONDITIONS FOR
RELATIVISTIC PSEUDO-ORBITALS

As can be seen on the basis of the relativistic KS equa
~12!, the continuity of the PO and its first four derivatives
r c,l is ensured by

p5 lnS a

r l 11D , ~A1!

p85
a8

a
2

l 11

r
, ~A2!

p952m~12D!~v2e!2p8222
l 11

r
p82

D8a

12D
,

~A3!

p-52m~12D!v822mD8~v2e!22p8p912
l 11

r 2 p8

22
l 11

r
p92

D9a

12D
2

~D8!2a

~12D!2
2

D8a8

12D
, ~A4!

p-52m~12D!v924mD8v822mD9~v2e!22p8p-

22~p9!224
l 11

r 3 p814
l 11

r 2 p922
l 11

r
p-

2
D-a

12D
23

D8D9a

~12D!2
22

~D8!3a

~12D!3
22

D9a8

12D
y

m

12512
e
hat
e-
-

s

-

n
t

22
~D8!2a8

~12D!2
2

D8a9

12D
. ~A5!

Herea andv denote the AE orbital and potential atr 5r c,l

anda5p81( l 111k)/r . In addition to Eqs.~A1!–~A5! one
usually requires the second derivative ofvps

sc to vanish atr
50. For the nonrelativistic part ofvps

sc, the smallr expansion
reads

vps
sc,nr~r !5e1~2l 13!

c2

m
1

2

m
@~2l 15!c41c2

2#r 21•••,

so that one obtains the condition8

c452c2
2/~2l 15!. ~A6!

Given this relation,dv also vanishes for all states withj
5 l 11/2, while one finds a nonzero second derivative foj
5 l 21/2,

dv5
1

2m3c2 $~2l 13!2c2
212~ l 111k!@~2l 15!c41c2

2#

1†4~2l 14!c2@~2l 15!c41c2
2#

12~ l 111k!@~6l 121!c618c2c4#‡r 2%.

However, the nonzero contribution to (vps
sc)9 at the origin is

proportional to 1/c2, so that its actual size is small. More
over, the unscreening procedure~14! also introduces a term
proportional tor 2 in vps, so that the size of (vps

sc)9 at r 50 is
not the only criterion relevant for the convergence of t
Fourier expansion of the unscreened PP. We have thus
the nonrelativistic requirement~A6! in this work.
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